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T
he good news is ammo and reloading com-
ponents are popping up more frequently. 
The bad news is prices have increased, 
which leads back to square one: rationing 
ammo. While dry-fire practice is a great way 

to stretch the reserves, it does little to improve wind 
calling. To get training without digging into cost-
lier ammo or components, add a .22LR and .223 bolt 
action to your training mix. 

Let’s start with rimfire training. 
Here, a .22LR has many advantages. 
One is that you can test fundamentals 
and wind reading skills on a 100-yard 
range that’s long enough to hold a NRL 
match. If you want to make it challeng-
ing, use small KYL targets that start at 
2 inches and incrementally decrease in 
size down to .25 inch. In no time, you 
will cuss out your ammo and gear. 

Thanks to competitive shooting, 
there are many choices. From factory 
rifles to full-on customs, you can spend 
a little or a lot. Ruger, Bergara, Tikka, 
and CZ-USA are great choices. A step 
up is the offerings of Vudoo Gun Works 
and Zermatt Arms. There are more 
stocks/chassis and accessories for pre-
cision shooting available today, too.

It’s inexpensive to feed a .22LR with 

quality ammo when compared to cen-
terfire precision rifles. CCI Green Tag 
shoots well in my Ruger Precision 
Rimfire with a Proof Barrel, and 100 
rounds only costs $30. Similar ammo 
for a 6.5 Creedmoor costs $45 per 20 
rounds. Plus, you can shoot long strings 
of fire without rimfire barrels heat-
ing, which gives .22LR its legendary 
longevity.

For .22LR long-range precision, use 
subsonic ammo with a muzzle velocity 
of 1,100 fps or less. Wind will deflect a 
subsonic bullet less than a higher veloc-
ity bullet. For example, a .22LR 40-grain 
bullet exiting the muzzle at 1,030 fps has 
a wind drift of 4.4, 7.4, and 14.1 inches at 
100, 200, and 300 yards while the same 
bullet traveling at 1,300 fps has a wind 
correction of 6, 20.8, and 43.2 inches. 

How, you ask? As the higher-veloc-
ity bullet slows, it passes through the 
transonic zone, which creates more 

Practice with alternative calibers 
saves money and hones skills.
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pressure on the bullet and increases 
drag. For a bullet traveling at 1,300 fps at 
the muzzle, it will hit the transonic zone 
around 60 to 70 yards. The subsonic 
bullet doesn’t pass through the tran-
sonic zone, so there is no transonic drag.

DISTANCE
A .22LR allows wind call training as 
close as 100 yards, where a 5 to 10 mph 
wind will cause the bullet to drift 2.1 to 
4.2 inches. On small targets, this is chal-
lenging. At 300 yards, the bullet will 
drift 19.6 inches, the rough equivalent 
of a 6.5 Creedmoor firing a 136-grain 
bullet at 740 yards. 

If you have access to a 200- or 300-yard 
range, the drop of the .22LR subsonic 
ammo is roughly equivalent to 540 and 
785 yards for a 6.5 Creedmoor. You get 
good training even with a short range. 

.223 REM. TRAINER
The .223 Rem. is a great cartridge.  
Besides being readily available, its 
effective range is greater than a .22LR. 
If you reload, you will have many 
bullet choices to optimize the barrel’s 
precision. 

Factory bolt-action options abound. 
Some lean towards hunting while others 
are geared for precision shooting. If you 

The affordability 
of .22LR and .223 
is one of several 
advantages to 
using them in 
practice over 
larger cartridges.

plan on precision shooting, you might 
consider a custom build on the popular 
Remington 700 footprint, giving a wide 
selection of accessories. A custom build 
can be identical to your main precision 
rifle rig. 

I went the custom route with the 
Boring Rifles Gamer chambered in .223 
Wylde. The star of the show is the 22-inch 
spiral fluted barrel with a 1:8-inch twist. 
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at 950 yards. These numbers are general 
approximations and change depending 
on bullet weight, BC, and velocity, but it 
shows that you can get practice with a 
.223 trainer. 

Another plus of the .223 is that it is 
equally capable as your larger-caliber 
precision rifle out to 500 to 600 yards, 
which can make for a great backup 
rifle if your main rig goes down during 
a match. 

High quality .22LR 
rounds, like those 
from Norma, can 
perform shockingly 
well at distance.

The rifle was made to my specifications 
and uses an MPA BA Hybrid Chassis, 
Boring Parti Starter action, and a Boring 
barrel. The rig mimics the ergonomics 
and features of my competition rifle, 
which makes the transition seamless. 

With a .223, the right twist rate allows 
a larger variety of bullets. Look for a 
twist rate of 1:9 or 1:8 inches for 55- to 
80-grain bullets, while 1:10 or 1:12 twists 
are better suited for stabilizing 55- to 
62-grain bullets.

The .223’s sweet spot is about 600 
yards, which is roughly equivalent in 
drop to a 6.5 Creedmoor at 700 yards. 
Wind drift is greater with the .223, but 
it’s not drastic until beyond 400 yards. 
At 400 yards, the wind drift begins to 
double that of the 6.5 Creedmoor and 
exponentially increases out to 600 yards, 
which is equivalent to a 6.5 Creedmoor 

TRAINER ADVANTAGES
The silver lining to the ammo shortage 
is that it has helped me rediscover the 
fun of the .22LR and .223. Both allow 
wind reading practice while saving 
money on ammo. On top of that, with 
gas prices being ridiculously high, I 
can train at local ranges, which are 
much closer than the ranges I use with 
larger-caliber rifles. It’s a big win all 
around. 


